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ABSTRACT

The concept of Self Help Group has its roots in rural areas and it has been mooted along the rural and semi urban women to improve their living conditions. Though it is applicable to men in our country, but it has been more successful only among women and they can start economic activities through SHG movement. In India, this scheme is implemented with the help of NABARD as a main nodal agency in rural development. It is self employment generation scheme for especially rural women, who don’t have their own assets. The word 'empowerment' means giving power. According to the International Encyclopedia (1999), power means having the capacity and the means to direct one's life towards desired social, political and economic goals or status. Empowerment provides a greater access to knowledge and resources, more autonomy in decision making, greater ability to plan lives, more control over the circumstances which influence lives, and freedom from customs, beliefs and practices. Thus, empowerment of women not just a goal in itself, but key to all global development goals. Empowerment is an active multidimensional process to enable women to realize their identity and power in all spheres of life. This paper examines the women empowerment through SHGs and also explains the current position of women empowerment in India.
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INTRODUCTION

In the early decades, the concept of women development was totally out of mind and their condition was miserable. But with the changed scenario, the thinking of people has been changed due to education, awareness and now, the problems of women are looked upon as the problems of social welfare and are considered more seriously and ultimately solved in the form of other way round particularly in the past more than 15 years. Due to the development of new policies, programmes and even projects, the status of women has totally been changed as they provide assistance to the low income women. This concern for low income women’s needs has coincided historically with recognition of their important role in development. Various intervention approaches have been developed in order to address the needs of the women which ultimately reveal modifications not only in social policy approaches to third World Development, state policies relating to women but also in the overall economic policy of the country as a whole. The empowerment approach is the most recent and is aimed at empowering women through greater self-reliance and internal strength.
WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

The word empowerment is defined as the process by which women take control and ownership of their choices. Empowerment is a process of awareness and capacity building leading to greater participation, to greater decision making power and control and transformative action. Empowerment of women signifies harnessing women power by conscientising their tremendous potential and encouraging them to work towards attaining a dignified and satisfying way of life through confidence and competence as person with self-respect, rights and responsibilities. The core elements of empowerment have been defined as agency (the ability to define one’s goals and act upon them), awareness of gendered power structures, self-esteem, and self-confidence.

Empowerment as a concept was introduced at the International Women's Conference at Nairobi in 1985. The conference defined empowerment as "A redistribution of social power and control of resources in favour of women. It is “the process of challenging existing power relations and of gaining greater control over the sources of power”.

Empowerment is a multi-faceted process which encompasses many aspects i.e. enhancing awareness, increasing access to resources of economic, social and political etc. In recent years women empowerment has become a subject of great concern for the nations all over the world especially in poor and developing countries. The impact of globalization is seen eventually on position of women in some form or other in most of the developing countries with the variation of degree. The United Nations has also strived hard in an incredible way to draw the due attention of the World Community on this issue in the past years.

Women Empowerment refers to an increase in the strength of women such as spiritual, political, social or economic. The most common explanation of “Women’s Empowerment” is the ability to excise full control over one’s actions. Thus, women empowerment occurs in real sense when women achieve increased control and participation in decision making that leads to their better access to resources it often involves the empowered developing confidence in their own capacities.

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT IN INDIA

The year 2001 had been declared by the Government of India as “Women’s Empowerment Year” to focus on a vision where women are equal partners like men”. Because the Constitution of India grants equality to women in various fields of life. In the past, the position of women was miserable in the society and even women were not ready to undertake any assignment or job due to many reasons like fear, shyness, male dominance in the society and purda system but time has been changed now. Women of today are not like the early days. Now, they are always ready to come forward and want more economic independence, their own identity, achievements, equal status in the society and greater freedom. And Government of India has provided for Self Help Groups (SHGs) to them so that proper attention should be given to their economic independence through self employment, entrepreneurial development and well being that ultimately leads to its contribution. SHGs have been emerged as a powerful instrument in order to alleviate poverty and for the empowerment of women in the rural economy. SHGs through the network of commercial banks, co-operative banks, regional rural banks, NABARD and NGO's has been largely supply
driven and a recent approach in the provision of financial services to the poor and further upgrading their status in the society. In this way, SHGs are important not only to reduce rural poverty, to promote rural savings but also to increase gainful employment. Keeping this in mind, the present study is to study the growth of SHGs and to analyse the current position of women empowerment and study the economic improvement of women after their joining SHGs. The information for the study has been collected from secondary sources i.e. various books, Journals, newspapers, published literature, websites, and annual reports.

SELF-HELP GROUPS

Women and SHGs in many parts of the country have achieved success in bringing the women to the main stream of decision making. The SHG in our country has become a source of inspiration for women’s welfare formation of SHG is a viable alternative to achieve the objectives of rural development and to get community participation in all rural development programmes. SHG is also a viable organized set up to disburse micro credit to the rural women and encouraging them together into entrepreneurial activities. (Abdul, 2007). To alleviate the poverty and to empower the women, the micro-finance, Self-Help Groups (SHGs) and credit management groups have also started in India.

Self Help Group (SHG) is a small voluntary association to form a group. It is informal and homogenous group of not more than twenty members. SHGs consist of maximum 20 members because any group having more than 20 members has to be registered under Indian legal system. That is why, it is recommended to be informal to keep them away from bureaucracy, corruption, unnecessary administrative expenditure and profit motive. In fact, it is a home grown model for poverty reduction which simultaneously works to empower and shape the lives of its members in a better way. Groups are expected to be homogenous so that the members do not have conflicting interest and all the members can participate freely without any fear. Self-help groups (SHGs) movement has triggered off a silent revolution in the rural credit delivery system in India. SHGs have proved as an effective medium for delivering credit to rural poor for their socioeconomic empowerment.

THE GENESIS AND GROWTH OF SHGS IN INDIA

SHG’s originated in the year 1975 at Bangladesh by Mohammed Yunus. In the eighties, it was a serious attempt by the Government of India to promote an apex bank to take care of the financial needs of the poor, informal sector and rural areas. And then, NABARD took steps during that period and initiated a search for alternative methods to fulfill the financial needs of the rural poor and informal sector. NABARD initiated in 1986-87, but the real effort was taken after 1991-92 from the linkage of SHGs with the banks.

In other words, the Self Help Group (SHG) in India has come a long way, since its inception in 1992. The spread of SHGs in India has been phenomenal. It has made dramatic progress from 500 groups in 1992 (Titus 2002) to some 16, 18,456 groups that have taken loans from banks. About 24.25 million poor households have gained access to formal banking system through SHG-bank linkage programme and 90% of these groups are only women groups (NABARD2005). The NABARD (2006) homepage declares that more than 400 women join the
SHG movement every hour and an NGO joins the Micro-Finance Programme every day. There are also agencies which provide bulk funds to the system through NGOs. Thus organizations engaged in micro finance activities in India may be categorized as Wholesalers, NGOs supporting, SHG Federations and NGOs directly retailing credit borrowers or groups of borrower. The spread of the SHGs is highly concentrated in the southern part of the country with very few in the north and the east. Over half a million SHGs have been linked to banks over the years but a handful of States, mostly in South India, account for almost 60%. Andhra Pradesh has over 42%, Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh have 12% and 11% respectively, and Karnataka has about 9% of the total SHGs. Since the advent of SHG in India, its growth rate has been very low in the states of Rajasthan, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa and union territory of Andaman Nicobar Islands where the status of women is still very backward and pathetic. The formation of SHGs have benefited its members in numerous ways; not only have the assets, incomes and employment opportunities for the women but also enhance the equality of status of women as participants, decision-makers and beneficiaries in the democratic, economic, social and cultural spheres of life (Ritu Jain 2003). The basic principles of the SHGs are group approach, mutual trust, organization of small and manageable groups, group cohesiveness, spirit of thrift, demand based lending, collateral free, women friendly loan, peer group pressure in repayment, skill training capacity building and empowerment (N.Lalitha & Nagaraj B.S. 2002). The growth of self help groups in India is shown in the table1 given below.

**TABLE 1: NUMBER OF SHGS IN INDIA (2005-06 TO 2009-10)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Number of SHGs</th>
<th>Growth Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005-06</td>
<td>2238565</td>
<td>109.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-07</td>
<td>2924973</td>
<td>30.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>5009794</td>
<td>71.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008-09</td>
<td>6121147</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-10</td>
<td>6959250</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NABARD Reports 2005-06 to 2009-10

It is shown that how the number of SHGs are increased in the period 2005-06 to 2009-10. In 2004-05, 10, 68,697 SHGs were linked with the banks. In 2005-2006 the number of SHGs has been increased by 109.47 growth rate i.e. 22, 38,565. In the year 2006-07 growth rate was 30.66, in 2007-2008 growth rate was 71.28 in 2008-09 growth rate was 22.2 and in 2009-10 Growth rate is 13.6. The variation is greater in growth rate.

**SHG AS AN EFFECTIVE APPROACH TO WOMEN EMPOWERMENT**

One has to believe that the progress of any nation is inevitably linked with social and economical plight of women in that particular country. Empowerment by way of participation in SHG can
bring enviable changes and enhancement in the living conditions of women in poor and developing nations. The underlying principle of SHG is to provide to the poorest of the poor and to achieve empowerment.

Self Help Group (SHG) is a process by which a large group of women (10 – 20), with common objectives are facilitated to come together voluntarily to participate in the development activities such as saving, credit and income generation thereby ensuring economic independence. SHG phenomenon definitely brings group consciousness among women, sense of belongingness, adequate self confidence. In fact, what she cannot achieve as an individual, can accomplish as a member of group with sufficient understanding about her own rights, roles, privileges and responsibilities as a dignified member of society in par with man. When she becomes a member of SHG, her sense of public participation, enlarged horizon of social activities, high self-esteem, self-respect and fulfillment in life expands and enhances the quality of status of women as participants, decision makers and beneficiaries in the democratic, economic social and cultural spheres of life. In other words, we can say that SHG is an effective instrument to empower women socially and economically which ultimately contributes in the overall development of the country like India wherein still large segment of women population are underprivileged, illiterate, exploited and deprived of basic rights of social and economic spectrum.

The experiences of SHGs in many countries have been proving great success as an effective strategy and approach in recent years. Group-oriented efforts in the form of Micro-credit groups in different countries of Latin America, Africa and Asia are examples of current self-help efforts. The grameen groups in Bangladesh, Local self-help development efforts - harambee in Kenya, Tontines or Hui with 10 to 15 members involved in financial activities through cash or kind in Vietnam, self help efforts through credit unions, fishermen groups, village-based banks, irrigation groups etc in Indonesia, the self-help groups (SHGs) in countries like Thailand, Nepal, and Sri Lanka and India are successfully proving forms of micro-credit groups or SHGs. No doubt, The Fundamental Rights, The Directive principles of State Policy and Fundamental Duties etc virtually assure equal status to women and provide special protection that leads to women development beyond the economic dimension and place emphasis on issues relating to equality, autonomy and self reliance at the individual level. As a group-oriented model, SHGs in India is a mechanism for women's development to bring in individual and collective empowerment through improvement in both ‘condition' and ‘position' of women. Now women in India are mobilized to protest against domestic violence, rising prices, legal discrimination, rape, child marriage, domestic violence etc. In this way, it aims to empower women with various forms of power.

Several factors and strategies have been provided by the SHGs that have made a positive contribution to the empowerment of women. These are full support and timely advice for balancing family and business responsibilities, leadership, experience in decision making and discussions on social issues. As a result, the numbers of SHGs have been increasing day by day. The table 2 and 3 given below shows the progress of women SHGs during 2007-08 and 2008-09.
TABLE 2: PROGRESS OF WOMEN SHGS AS ON 2007-08

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Total SHG’s (Lakh)</th>
<th>Women SHG’s (Lakh)</th>
<th>% of Women SHG’s to Total SHG’s</th>
<th>Total Amount (Crore)</th>
<th>Women SHG’s Amount (crore)</th>
<th>% of Women SHG’s Amount to Total SHG’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Savings Linked SHG’s</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>22.38</td>
<td>44.67</td>
<td>3785.39</td>
<td>3108.65</td>
<td>82.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan Disturbed</td>
<td>12.28</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>84.69</td>
<td>8849.26</td>
<td>7474.25</td>
<td>84.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan Outstanding</td>
<td>36.26</td>
<td>29.17</td>
<td>80.45</td>
<td>16999.91</td>
<td>13335.61</td>
<td>78.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Status of Micro Finance 2007-08, NABARD

TABLE 3: PROGRESS OF WOMEN SHGS AS ON 2008-09

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Total SHGs(Lakh)</th>
<th>Women SHGs (Lakh)</th>
<th>% of Women SHGs to Total SHGs</th>
<th>Total Amount (crore)</th>
<th>Women SHG’s Amount (crore)</th>
<th>% of Women SHG’s Amount to Total SHGs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saving linked SHGs</td>
<td>61.21</td>
<td>48.64</td>
<td>79.46</td>
<td>5545.62</td>
<td>4434.3</td>
<td>79.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan Disbursed</td>
<td>16.09</td>
<td>13.74</td>
<td>85.39</td>
<td>122253.51</td>
<td>10527.38</td>
<td>85.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan Outstanding</td>
<td>42.24</td>
<td>32.77</td>
<td>77.58</td>
<td>22679.84</td>
<td>18583.54</td>
<td>81.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Status of Micro Finance 2008-09, NABARD

CURRENT POSITION OF WOMEN SHGS IN INDIA (2009-10)

The Self-Help Group programme has become a well known instrument for bankers, developmental agencies and even for corporate houses. SHGs are not only limited to providing...
financial services but also they have turned out to be focal point for purveying various services to the poorest of the poor in many ways. With the help of this, SHG programme has become the common vehicle in the development process. Women can start economic activities through SHG movement. Even with the limited monetary help the members of SHGs could expand their horizon of productive activities which have become their means of living. Economic and social upliftment took place with SHG movement. In this way, SHG concept is getting greater support from women as well as from the financial institutions.

With the small beginning as a pilot programme launched by NABARD by linking 255 SHGs with banks in 1992, the programme has reached to linking of 69.5 Lakh saving linked SHGs and 48.5 Lakh credit linked SHGs and thus about 9.7 Crore households are covered under the programme as on 2010. This has resulted near about seven increase in the number of credit linked SHGs during the period 2005 to 2010.

In the table 4 the current position of women SHGs in India. The details of total number of women SHGs shown saving linked, credit linked and loans outstanding for the last two years are given in the table. It may be seen that the total number of saving linked and credit linked SHGs, exclusive women SHGs with banks were 76.4 percent and 81.6 percent, respectively. Further the percentage of loans outstanding of exclusive women SHGs to loans outstanding of total SHGs which was 8.9 percent as on 31st march 2009 has increased to 82.1 percent as on 31st march 2010. It shows that majority SHGs are women groups their participation in saving and credit is increasing out of total number of SHGs.

**TABLE 4: PROGRESS OF WOMEN SHGS AS ON 2009-10**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Total SHGs (lakh)</th>
<th>Women SHGs (lakh)</th>
<th>% of Women SHGs to Total SHGs</th>
<th>Total Amount (crore)</th>
<th>Women SHGs Amount (crore)</th>
<th>% of Women SHGs Amount to Total SHGs Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saving linked SHGs</td>
<td>69.53</td>
<td>53.10</td>
<td>76.37</td>
<td>6198.71</td>
<td>4498.66</td>
<td>72.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan Disbursed</td>
<td>15.87</td>
<td>12.94</td>
<td>81.54</td>
<td>14453.30</td>
<td>12429.37</td>
<td>85.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan Outstanding</td>
<td>48.51</td>
<td>38.91</td>
<td>80.33</td>
<td>28038.38</td>
<td>23030.36</td>
<td>82.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Status of micro Finance 2009-10, NABARD

All the above tables reveal the progress of women SHGs during the year 2007-08, 2008-09 and 2009-10. It indicates that SHGs during the year 2008- 09 increased over the year 2007-08 but the
progress is slowed down in the year 2009-10. Loan disbursed and loan outstanding amount of women SHGs as a percentage of amounts of total SHGs has been increased during that period. It was also found that employment generation with the help of SHGs is more in below poverty line families than APL (above poverty line) families as a member of SHGs. There is an increase in the expenditure of beneficiaries from last year to the current year. That means it shows a positive impact of SHGs on employment generation. The problems of unemployment as well as poverty in the economy can be solved in this way if SHGs continuously provide help to these people. As majority of beneficiaries of all SHGs accepted expansion of employment after getting loans. Thus SHGs leads to the way through which the problem of unemployment can be solved and poverty can be removed in the Indian economy.

CONCLUSION

SHGs have been identified as a way to alleviate poverty and women empowerment. And women empowerment aims at realizing their identities, power and potentiality in all spheres of lives. But the real empowerment is possible only when a woman has increased access to economic resources, more confidence and self motivation, more strength, more recognition and say in the family matters and more involvement through participation. Although it is a gradual and consistent process, but women should build their mindset for taking additional effort willingly for their overall development. SHGs have the potential to have an impact on women empowerment.

Self Help Group concept has been mooted along the rural and semi urban women to improve their living conditions. Even though SHG concept is applicable to men also in our country, it has been more successful only among women. To reduce poverty by enabling the poor household to access gainful self employment and skilled wage employment opportunities, resulting in appreciable improvement in their livelihood on a sustainable basis, through building strong grass-root institutions of the poor (SHGs) is now the main motive of the most of the employment schemes. Thus SHGs have been showing the way ahead to alleviate the poverty of India alongwith women empowerment.
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